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Testing and debugging are mainstream methods
for software quality assurance. In particular, ran-
dom testing (RT, also known as fuzz testing) and
partition testing (PT) are most widely adopted.
Classical studies [1, 2] show that PT is only
marginally better than RT in many cases but has
considerably more overheads. On the other hand,
RT does not consider the fact that failure-causing
inputs tend to be conglomerated into regions. To
address this issue, Chen et al. [3, 4] proposed
adaptive random testing (ART), which targets
at spreading the test cases as evenly as possi-
ble across the entire input domain. The failure-
detection effectiveness is improved.

Object-oriented (OO) software has become
the de facto standard in the industry. However,
traditional testing methods are not immediately
applicable. ART is no exception. Adaptations
are needed. Ciupa et al. [5] presented the notion
of object distance and proposed ART for object-
oriented software (ARTOO) based on the orig-
inal fixed-sized-candidate-set ART (FSCS-ART)
algorithm [3]. Chen et al. [6] further proposed the
object and method invocation sequence similarity
(OMISS) metric for OO software, covering not
only distances between objects but also between
method invocation sequences. Their OMISS-
ART algorithm is based on FSCS-ART as well as
the max-min criterion and the forgetting strategy.

In particular, the forgetting strategy [7] simply
considerssome of the already executed test cases
when selecting the next test case, thus reducing
the computational overhead.

In this letter, we propose an alternative
approach to the selection of next test cases for OO
software, applying the concept of K-means clus-
tering [8]. Cluster analysis gathers similar data
together, and has been widely used in many fields.
Thus, we group test cases with similar proper-
ties into the same cluster. In other words, objects
or method invocation sequences (MIS) within a
cluster will be similar to one another, and objects
or MIS in different clusters will be dissimilar.
We then compare any new candidate with all the
already executed test casescollectively, thus sim-
plifying the test case selection process.

K-means clustering framework. Our frame-
work consists of three components:

(1) In the test case selection component, we
createcandidate test cases by analyzing class
diagrams. These test cases are placed in the can-
didate test case set until reaching its target size.
Based on the results from other components, we
then select one test case from the candidate set as
thenext test case for execution. After each selec-
tion of the next test case, a new candidate test set
will be generated.
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(2) The aim of the clustering component is to
group theexecuted test cases into subsets such
that a typical element in each subset can represent
the whole subset. First, all the test cases are trans-
formed into a sequence of vectors, each represent-
ing a method invocation. Euclidean distance is
used to compute the dissimilarities between these
transformed test cases. Then, the transformed
executed test cases will be grouped using the K-
means clustering algorithm intok clusters. A test
case is randomly selected from each cluster to
form a set withk elements, which represents all
the executed test cases.

(3) In the distance measuring component, two
alternative processes are proposed to transform
a test case into a sequence of method invoca-
tion vectors. First, our wavelet transform (WT)
is adapted from Haar wavelet transform [9]. It
is based on a frequency transform that converts
every MIS into a frequency vector represent-
ing the number of occurrences of each method.
On the other hand, it would be inappropriate
to use only WT to test MIS because it only
counts the number of occurrences of each method
without taking into account the order of invoca-
tion. Hence, we propose a second transforma-
tion process referred to as the trisection frequency
conversion (TFC). By combining these two trans-
formation methods, not only do we make use of
the number of execution times of each method
in the test case, but will also consider the invo-
cation order. We propose three algorithms under
our framework: the enhanced ART algorithm, the
clustering algorithm, and the next test case selec-
tion algorithm. The first algorithm incorporates
clustering analysis into ART. It groups the exe-
cuted test cases and selects the next test case by
calling the other two algorithms. WT and TFC
are applied to gauge the dissimilarities among test
cases.

Exploratory experimental evaluation. To ver-
ify the effectiveness of our approach, we compare
it with OMISS-ART with forgetting, ARTOO
with forgetting, and RT with MIS. We use seven
open-source subject programs in C++ or C#.
The effectiveness of our approach is evaluated
with two measures: (a) the number of test
cases executed before finding the first failure (F-
measure) and (b) the time taken to find the first
failure (Fm time).

The experimental results show the following:
(1) For F-measure, our approach has the best per-

formance, followed by OMISS-ART, RT, and then
ARTOO; (2) Our approach uses less Fm time than
OMISS-ART and RT; (3) Although our approach
requires extra time for clustering, the test case
selection time only amounts to a small portion of
the whole testing time. Hence, we strike a good
balance after considering both the test case selec-
tion time and execution time.

Conclusion. We have proposed a K-means
clustering ART approach with two distance mea-
sures to test OO software. Our framework makes
use of two dissimilarity measures based on WT
and TFC. Our approach is different from forget-
ting, which considers only some of the already
executed test cases when choosing the next test
case. We groupall the already executed test cases
into clusters, and select a representative test case
from each cluster. We then compute the distances
between every candidate test case and the rep-
resentative test case of each cluster in order to
obtain the next test case farthest away from the
executed sets. To verify the test effectiveness,
we have compared our approach with three popu-
lar peer techniques in an exploratory experiment.
The results show that our approach outperforms
the others in terms of F-measure for all the sub-
ject programs.
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